
Ros Gourgey will be organising accommodation and coordinating transport 
arrangements, so please contact her to register your interest and to receive 
further details. 
Contact: Ros Gourgey telO1371 810832, emaii ami-air-exel@msn.com 

5-6 December 2005 University College Worcester 
GCG Seminar, Field trip and 32M Annual General Meeting: Geoparks 
Contact: Steve McLean, The Hancock Museum, Barras Bridge, Newcastle upon 
Tyne, NE2 4PT tel 0191 222 6765, fax 0191 222 6753, email: 
s.g.mclean@ncl.ac.uk 

Other nieethgs 
6-10 September 2005 Natural History Museum, Cromwell Road, London 
14* Symposium of Palaeontological Preparation and Conservation and 
53" Symposium of Ve'rdgbrate Palaeontology and Comparative Anatomy. 
Contact: Dr Angela Milner, Department of Palaeontology, The Natural History 
Museum, Cromwell Road, London SW7 5BD emaii london2005@svpca.org 
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Secretary: Giles Miller, Department of Palaeontology, The Natural History 
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\ GCG website: http://www.geocurator.org / 
New members 

GCG is pleased to welcome the following new members: Christian Baars, 
National Museum of Wales; Peta Hayes, Natural History Museum. 

Musical curators 
Sara Chambers, Curator of Natural History at the Royal Cornwall Museum in 
Truro, has been appointed Senior Curator at that museum; Mike &nteni 
Professor of Geology at Bristol University, has been awarded the 2005 Lyell Medal 
of the Geological Society; Paul Ensom, Palaeontology Collections Leader at the 
Natural History Museum has left to pursue a career as a book-dealer; Peta 
Hayes, formerly a curator in the Botany Department of the Natural History 
Museum has been appointed Curator of Fossil Plants in the Palaeontology 
Department there; Phil Currie, head of palaeontology at the Royal Tyrrell 
Museum in Drumheller in Alberta, Canada, is leaving the museum to take up a 
pr0feS~rShlp on 1 October in the Biology Department of the University of Alberta 
in Edmonton where he will teach vertebrate palaeontology. 



Newish publications 
John Phi/lis and the business of Victorian science by lack Morrell, 2005. 

Aldershot: Ashgate Publishing, xix + 437pp. ISBN 1 84014 239 1 
A geologic time scale 2004 by Felix Gradstein, Jim 0gg and Alan Smith, 2005. 

Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 384pp. ISBN 0 521 78142 6, 
£75.00 (hardback); ISBN 0 521 78673 8, £28.00 (paperback). 

The Old RedSandstone of Great Britain by W. J. Barclay et al, 2005. Geological 
Conservation Review series no 31, Peterborougb:laintNature Conservation 
Committee, 

Histoy ofpalaeobotany edited by A 1 Bowden, C V Burek and R Wilding, 2005. 
Geological Society Special Publication 241, 312pp. ISBN 1 86239 174 2, 
£80.00. 

Vertebrate paleontology techniques: methods of preparlng and obtaining 
information by Patrick Leiggi and Peter May, 2005. Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press. ISBN 0 521 45900 1, £29.00. 

The evolution and extinction of the Dinosaurs by David E Fastovsky and David B 
Weishampel, 2005. Second edition. Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 500pp. ISBN 0 521 81172 4 

Exhibitions 2005 
Dawn of the dinosaurs. Sidmouth 240 million years BC Sidmouth Museum, Hope 

Cottage, Church Street, Sidmouth, Devon until 26 October 2005. 
DiamondsNatural History Museum, Cromwell Road, London 8 luly 2005- 26 

February 2006 

NHM books special offer 
The Natural History Museum's publications are well-known to all geological 
curators in the UK. The three fossil handbooks, British Palaeozoic Fossils, British 
Mesozoic Fossils and Brltish Caenozoic Fossils, are the first port of call when 
answering fossil enquiries, and we have all made use of  the excellent series of 
books on various geological topics which were started by the Geological Museum 
back in 1974 and continue to be produced by the NHM. Like the exhibitions which 
these books accompanied, they set new standards in the presentation of geology 
to a public audience. The NHM publishes two main series of geological 
publications, the Earth Series and the Living Past series. 

The Earth Series currently includes eight titles in the popular format pioneered by 
the Geological Museum with Stoly of the Earth. These 200 x 210 mm paperbacks 
of 60-70 pages are superbly illustrated, well-written, authoritative, and informative 
and are ideal for anyone with an interest in geology. The current titles are: 
Earth's restlesssufiace by Deirdre Janson-Smith with Gordon Cressey, 1996. 60 pp, ISBN 0 

11 310056 6, £6.95 
Amber. The Natural m e  Capsule by Andrew Ross, 1998. 72 pp, ISBN 0 565 09131 X, 67.95 
Goldby Richard Herrington, Chris Stanley and Robert Symes, 1999. 72 pp, ISBN 0565 09141 

7, £7.95 
Crystals by Gordon Cressey and Ian Mercer, 1999. Second edition. 60pp, ISBN 0 565 09145 

X, £7.95 

approach of 'What can the feature I am seeing tell me about the stone's identity?' 
rather than 'How do I explain the cause of the feature I am seeing?' 

N. 6. Places are limited to 10 participants so it  is advisable to book early 

Course fee: £20 (which will include cost of buffet lunch at the museum and a small 
pack of gems to be used in the workshop by each participant). Participants will 
need to bring with them a hand lens (x 10 or similar), a pen torch and if possible a 

p a i r  of tweezers. ppppppp p p ~ -  - ppppp- 

To book a place on this course please contact: Steve McLean, The Hancock 
Museum, Barras Bridge, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE2 4PT, tel 0191 222 6765, email 
s.g.mclean@ncl.ac.uk, by 4 September 2005. 

11-12 November 2005 Natural History Museum of Denmark, 
Copenhagen 
GCG Study Visit 
The Geological Museum is an administrative unit within the new Natural History 
Museum of Denmark (together with the Zoological Museum, Botanical Museum 
and Gardens) but is also a part of Geocenter Copenhagen (together with the 
Geological and Geographical institutions and the Geological Survey of Denmark 
and Greenland). There will be an opportunity to look at collections and displays in 
the Geological Museum (particularly the large type collection of fossil material from 
Denmark and Greenland including the Devonian tetrapods from East Greenland 
and Paleogene birds and insects from Jutland) and relevant collections in the other 
Geocenter institutions. 

A fieldtrip is also planned to visit the classic Cretaceous-Paleogene boundary 
section at Stevns Kllnt and material can be collected from the classic Danian 
sections in Faxe Quarry affetwards. 

The Geological Museum opened in 1772 as the "Universitetets Nye 
Naturaltheater" (The New Natural Theatre of the University) and contains 
specimens which have been in museum collections for more than 300 years. When 
It was first formed it was the only geological institution in Denmark and it has 
been the parent body for the Geological Surveys of Denmark (1888) a and 
Greenland (1946) and the four geological teaching institutes (1967), which were 
later joined to form, the Geological Institute, University of Copenhagen (1991). 
Today the Geological Museum acts as a centre for Danish geology with special 
national responsibilities for keeping public records. The Museum consists of six 
major collections representing the branches of geology, a library (which also 
serves the Geological Institute and the Danish Lithosphere Centre) and an archive. 
The collections contain approximately 8 million specimens, which have been 
accumulated through the years from over 30 large collections, including royal, 
public and private collections together with material collected by the staff or 
obtained by donation, purchase or exchange. To find out more about the Museum 
visit their web site at: http://www.nathimus.ku.dk/geomus/index~eng.htm 



synthetic gemstones. 
Tutor: Dale Johnston. (Fellow of the Gemmological Association) 
10.15 for prompt 10.30 start 

Introduction and overview of gemmology &gem testing. 
Opaque gemstones. 
Getting clues using your hand lens. 
Use of the polariscope. How to  spot glass'gemstones'. 

i Distinguishing amber from copal and plastics 
Using 'heavy liquids' to test specific gravity (relative density) of gemstones 

Lunch : Buffet lunch a t  the museum and an opportuniv to see the museum 
displays 

Gemstone curation 
Use of the hand-held spectroscope . Use of the dichroscope and Chelsea Filter (if time allows) 
Demonstration of using a refractometer to discover the optical nature of a 
stone and measure its Refractive Index. 

Course ends: 16.30 

By the end of the course participants can expect to: 
* Be able to use, at a basic level, the following gem-testing instruments: 

handlens/microscope; polariscope; hand-held Spectroscope and 'heavy 
liquids'. Also dichroscope and Chelsea filter if time allows. 
Have a basic understanding of what can be discovered using a 
refractometer. (Use of the refractometer wiil be demonstrated) 
To know where gem-testinginstruments can also be used to aid in the 
identification of non gem-minerals, especially where the specimen should 
be identified without causing damage. 
Be familiar with some of the features and properties found in a selection of 
the more commonly encountered gemstones. (NB The short nature of the 
course will mean that participants should not expect to be able to identify 
with certainty more than a few specific gem species. Diamond and its 
simulants will also not be covered in this course.) 
Be able to spot some of the most commonly encountered 'fakes', in 
particular glass and garnet-topped doublets. 
Know about good practice in the curation of gemstone collections. 
Know about what literature and courses are available for pursuing an 
interest in gemstones. 

Target Group: The course wiil be geared towards geological / natural science 
curators who encounter gem materials within their collections, or as enquiries. No 
previous experience of gem testing is required. However participants should have 
a science background and be familiar with the main properties of minerals, eg 
lustre, hardness, cleavage and fracture, and the terms used to describe them. 
Awareness of single and double refraction (isotropic / anisotropic minerals) would 
be beneficial but will not be assumed. The course will be very practical with the 
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Volcanoes by Susanna van Rose and Ian Mercer, 1999. 64 pp, ISBN 0 565 09138 7, £7.95 
From the Beginning by Katie Edwards and Brian Rosen, 2000 (reprinted with revisions 2004). 

72 pp, ISBN 0 565 09142 5, £7.95 
Gemstones by Caiiy Oidershaw, Christine Woodward and Roger Harding, 2001. 76pp, ISBN 0 

565 09155 7, £7.95 
Meteorites by Sara Russell and Monica Grady, 2002. Second edition. 72 pp, ISBN 0 565 

09168 9, £7.95 

The Living Past Series provides an authoritative introduction to fossils, written 
by staff in tile NHM's Departmeni of Palaeontology. They are aimed at fossil 
collectors, amateurs and interested professionals. Three 234 x 154 mm paperback 
titles, each containing colour plates and line drawings, have been published in this 
series: 
Ammonites by Neale Monks and Philip Palmer, 2002, 

160pp, ISBN 0 565 09169 7, £15.95 
Fossils: the key to the past by Richard Fortey, 2002. Third edition,, 232 pp, ISBN 0 565 

09163 8, £16.35 
Fosilolantsbv Paul Kenrick and Paul Davis, 2004,192 DD, ISBN 0 565 09176 X, £16.95 
~ h e s e  are books which we should ail have in our museum libraries and in our 
museum shops. Now there's no excuse for not having these on your own 
bookshelves as the NHM is offering a 20% discount plus free postage and 
packing on ALL Natural History Museum publications to 
individual readers of Coprolite. To claim the discount, please order by credit 
card and quote code NHM/Coprolite. Phone number for orders is 01752 202 
301. All books bought on this offer are for personal use only. This offer expires 
at the end of August 2005 and applies to UK orders only. Full details of the 
NHM's publications catalogue are available online at: www.nhm.ac.uk/publishing 

Libraries and shops can order via their regular wholesale suppliers or they can 
order direct from NBN International on 01752 202 301. For more information and 
a free catalogue call the Natural History Museum on 0207 942 5336. 

The Crystal Palace dinosaurs: replica models available 
Dinomania began in Victorian England almost 150 years ago. Just fourteen years 
after Richard Owen invented the word, dinosaurs attracted huge crowds to Crystal 
Palace Park, Sydenham in 1854 to  marvel at the first life-size restorations the 
world had ever seen. Owen had coined the word dinosaur - meaning 'terrible lizard 
' in 1841 for three huge prehistoric reptiles from the Mesozoic Era that had been 
discovered in southern England between 1817 and 1833. Although they were 
known only from fragmentary remains, Owen worked with sculptor Benjamin 
Waterhouse Hawkins to realise his vision of dinosaurs as massive, upright, four- 
legged reptiles with the build of large mammal such as an elephant or rhinoceros. 
As we now know, the models were very inaccurate, yet Owen had correctly 
identified dinosaurs as a unique group of animals and defined some of their key 
characters by which they are recognized to this day. 

Owen's designs were sculpted as 1:20 scale models by Waterhouse Hawkins as 
working prototypes for the full size restorations which were constructed in 



concrete. Even during their construction, the models cause a sensation when a 
dinner was held, in Richard Owen's honour, inside the half completed Iguanodon. 

Owen and Waterhouse Hawkins' models included Iguanodon, a pplnt-eater, which 
was equipped with beak-like jaws and rhinoceros-like nose horn. Dr Gideon 
Mantell, a Sussex country doctor, had concluded in 1822 that giant herbivorous 
reptiles had lived in the remote past, based on huge Iguana-like teeth from the 
Early Cretaceous in Sussex. He finally named Iguanodon in 1825 and went on to 
a & ~ d & n - f t i l ~ e ~ ~ i W 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ P f ~ ~ r k w a s % ~ ~ r ~ e -  
Iguanodon model. However, the nose horn was shown later to be a spiky thumb 
when complete Iguanodon skeletons were discovered in the 1870's. Other models 
include Megaloo~urus, from the Middle Jurassic of Oxfordshire, the first named 
dinosaur. Megalosaurus was described by Dr William Buckland in 1824 on the 
basis of a lower jaw equipped with sharp cutting teeth. It was depicted with a 
crocodile-like head in keeping with its carnivorous diet. 

The Crystal Palace models are of immense historical importance to the beginnings 
of dinosaur science and mark ihe start of the enduring public interest and 
fascination with dinosaurs. After popular demand the Natural History Museum has 
produced cold cast bronze replicas from four of its original prototype scale madels. 
They include Iguanodon, M ~ ~ J / o ~ ~ u N s ,  Labyrinthodon and a grouping of marine 
reptiles. For further information, contact: Lorraine Cornish, The Natural History 
Museum., tel +44 (0) 20 7942 5137, email L.Cornish@nhm.as.uk. 

Sold at auction: letters from the pioneers of  geology 
Knowing OF my keen interest in the history of geology, a good friend of mine and 
fellow-member of the West Sussex Geological Society, John Henley, who is, by 
trade, an antiquarian bookseller specialising in natural history and allied subjects, 
passed on to me the well-produced catalogue of an auction sale, by Bonhams of 
New Bond Street, London, of the Enys Collection of Autograph Manuscript5 on 
Tuesday 28 September 2004. He particularly pointed out the prospective sale of 
letters by William Smith and Gideon Manteil, two giants of the putative 'Heroic Age 
of Geology'. Manuscript letters by these two pioneer geologists are extremely rare, 
and seldom, if ever, come to the marketplace, particularly those of William Smith, 
who was far more the practical surveyor than a frequent or creative 
correspondent. 

To complete the picture, I enquired about two key aspects o f  the sale: what price 
did they sell for, and who bought them? The estimated price and the auction-room 
price are shown in the accompanying Table, from which it can be seen that both 
lots made well over their estimate, because of their rarity value. The Mantell letter 
of November 1824 also included a coloured 'Sketch of the Succession of Strata in 
the neighbourhood of Lewes'; and the two letters by William Smith, of March 1815 
and July 1816, were unique because 'we can find no record of a letter by William 
Smith having been offered for sale'. 

revislon was, needed. For the past three years the Geological Curators' Gmup has been 
worNng towards an expanded revision which will contain updated sections but also new 
sections on divene topics including museum security and media uses for collections. 
Guidelnes, however, was not the first such manual for curatorship. In  1696 John Wwdward 
produced his anonymous Bref InsmoYons for making observations in a/lpa& of the wotid 
andalso for mllecting, preserving and sendhng over natural things, while Am1 Bou6 included 
details of curatorial methods in Guide du ghiogue-voyageur (Paris, 1835-36). The British 
Gwloglcal Survey published their own manual of mlleding/curation in 1914 for the use of 
their field geologists. The GCG project to set standards and produce guidelines is not the 

P e r a b n p k d .  -mis p a p e r v u l l v  . . 
0 €m 

earlier Schemes and examine the breath and scupe of the new GCG project in the context of 
the pioneering manuals. 

Curatlon of the U.S. Antarctic Memorite Pmgram Collection: 206 ce~tu~y 
standards for the 21* century and beyond Unda C Welzenbach and Timothy I McCoy, 
National Museum of Natural History, Smithsonian Institution, lom Street and Constitution 
Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20560, USA, and Kevin Righter and Cecilia E Satterwhite, 
National Aeronautics and Space Adminimation, Lyndon 8. Johnson Space Center, 2101 NASA 
Parkway, Mail Code ST, Houston, TX 77058, USA w@lzenbl@si.edu 
Meteorit@s from Antarctica represent an inexpensive sample of the Moon, Mars, and 
previously unknown asteroids. These rocks provide essential "ground-truth" for 
understanding solar system history and differ from nonantarctic meteorites in recording a 
much longer period of coileMon (-2 Ma) in the cleanest environment on Earth. In  1977, the 
U.S. National Science Foundation (NSF), NASA and the Smlthsonlan Institution formed a 
partnership for the col ection, short:term curation, and classification and long-term curarion, 
respect~veiy, of these meteorites. This cooperative three-agency agreement forms the U.S. 
Antarctic Meteorite urogram and insures the continued s u ~ w r t  of the best scientific. 
tecnnical, and laborato~resources in the United States. ~urato'rial standards were modified 
from those ~sed  in tho Lunar Proceslng Farility at NASA'sJohnson Space Center in Houston, 
Texas. These have been modified clurino the intervening 28 Years as the collection 
expanded, first at ISC and eventually to a long-term storage facility at the Smithsonian 
modeled aPter the 1SC facility. 

In the last 5 years, non-governmental collecting of meteorites has begun In Antarctica, 
spurring the Antarctic Treaty Organization to require member governments to protect these 
valuable resources. The U.S.. re~resented bv NSF, resuonded bv codifvina the curatorial . . . . 
standards in the Felerally ~eglstewd ~ccument 45 CFP. 674 used by the tnree-agencies and 
expected of any co lecting party. In  this talk, we w~ll outline the major principles of this 
curatorial plan as a guide for others both responsible for curation of such materials and who 
may have Input to their governmental organizations empowered with implementing the 
recommendations of the Antarctic Treaty Organization. 

For further information see www.nhm.ac.uk/spnhc200S/ or contact: SPNHC 
Conference 2005, Natural History Museum, Cromwell Road, London SW7 58D 
emaii spnhc2005@nhm.ac.uk 

14 October 2005 Hancock Museum, Newcastle upon Tyne 
GCG Workshop: Gemstone identification for natural science curators 
A one-day practiwl workshop on the basics of gem identification from the 
perspective of natural science curators. Participants will get the opportunity to use 
most of the simpler and more affordable instruments employed by gemmologists 
and will see close-up some o f  the more commonly encountered gemstones and 





two local youths were identified by the public and questioned by police about the 
thett. The specimens were returned to the museum on Friday 11 March. 

Fossil, mineral and gem shows 2005 
11-12 June Newcastle Racecourse, High Gosforth Park 
18-19 June Kempton Park Racecourse, Staines Road East (A308), Sunbuv 
6-7 August Margam Park, Port Talbot 
3-4 September Newton Abbot Racecourse, Newton Abbot, Devon 

-- -- - -- - - 

10-11 September Newark Showground, Winthorpe, Newark, Notts (off A46) 
17-18 September Bath &West Showground, Shepton Mallet, Somerset 
1-2 October Hattield House, Hatfield, Herts 
29-30 October Kempton Park Racecourse, Staines Road East (A308), Sunbury 
For further information contact HD Fairs Ltd, PO Box 72, Maidenhead SL6 7GB tel 
01628 621697 email info@rockngem.co.uk www.Rockngem.co.uk 

Forthcoming GCG seminars and workshops 
96 June 2005 Natural  History Museum, Cromwell Road, London 
GCG session at the Society for t h e  Presewation of Natural  Hlstory 
Collections Annual Conference: Standards fo r  geological collections 
Chairman: Amanda Edwards 
0900 J. F. DeMouthe, Standards of care for gemstone collections 
0920 H. Fothergill, The state and status of geological collections in UK museums 
0940 0. Green, 'I am beginning my research; what shall I do with my geological 

specimens?" - a note of advice: re-assessing and re-emphasising Tunnicliff 
(1983) 

1000 M. Stanley, Standards in the museum care of geological collections - a new 
web resource 

1020 P. Wyse Jackson, Guidelines for the curation of geological materials: setting 
or simply revisiting the standards? 

1040 L. Welzenbach, Curation of the U.S. Antarctic Meteorite Program Collection: 
20th century standards for the 2 ls t  centufy and beyond 

ll,@@ Coffee 

Abstracts 
Standards of are for aemstone w l l e ~ a m s :  Jean F DeMouttie. California Academv of 
Sciences, 875 Howaro street, San Francisco, CA 94103, USA jdemo~tne@caiacademy.org' 
Different types of museums may hold collect ons hat incl~de gemstones, calvings, spheres, 
beads, and other tmes of worked decorative stone and oraanic material. While these 
materials may not require speclal attention 'n terms of env ;onmental controls, they do 
present some unlqJe challenges for the colections manager. Carvings, beads, ana other 
odd-shaped objects can be sored sinalv in customized containers. or in arouos of similar 
objects. The latter method oRen save; kpace, even though it may'mean that ike materias 
are separated. Detaled informarlon about eacn object is cr~cial m the ident fcation of gems 
and other specimens where it is not oossibie or advisable to mark them with cakloo 
numbers. jhis includes welght, dimensions, snape, colour, type of object (faceted ston; 
bead, etc.), and possibly other data such as refracrive ndex or speciflc gravity. A strong and 
detailed collections policy is an important asset for anyone who &res for and is responsible 
for gemstone coilections. The greatest risks to these collections are then and mishandling 

by exhiblts staff or other people not familiar with the materials Involved. 

The s t ab  and status of geological ~I lect iOnS in UK museums: Helen V Fothergili, 
Plymouth CiQ Museum & Art  Gallery, Drake Circus, Plymouth, Devon, PL4 8AI. UK 
helen.fothergiii@plymouth.gov.uk 
The Geological Curators' Group, established in 1974, undertook a suwey in 1981 
investigating the state and status of geology in Unlted Kingdom museums. This suwey, the 
first of its kind, set out to provide a snap-shot impression of how the nation's aeoloaical 
collections were cared for, regarded, used and hou'sed. It ailowed the ~eologicai~urabrs' 

- G m u ~ ~ ~ ~ m b e r s ~ f l o e n c C ~ e r e p o s s ~ ~  
the future of many 'at risr collections and assisting museums in need to specialist ciatorid 
advice. In  2001 it was felt that more than enough time had elapsed since the original survey, 
and that there was a need to repeat the prccess, explore other areas of museum 
management, care and use of collections and compare, where able, the results from the two 
surveys 20 years apart. 

As the ~oliticai climate has chanaed emohasis in manv museums has been shimna from 
scientific research and curation to'iifelon~ learning', extended lnteliectual and physicaipubiic 
access, digital and computerised documentation an0 virtual contact with collections. With 
access to new funding oppoftunities, museums have expanded and in same cases changed 
beyond all recognition. More funding appears to be available to all, but with 45% of 
respondees listing lack of staff time or expertise as their biggest 'threat', will the 'new' 
curators or collection manaaers be able to dedicate the resources to chasino these elusive - ~ --- .. 
fLnding streams and provlnithat they are meeting targets and performance indicators whilst 
maintaining oRen historically and scientifically important collections? 

The United Kingdom has a unique history in the field of geological curation and collections, 
wlth many museums holding collections and specimens of un-recognised scientific and 
historical value. Should the heritaae and culture communitv feel confidence in their 
continued care? What problems do we, the cdrators, perce;ve'with the current state and 
status of the coilectrons we hold in trust'( The full State and SOIus of Gcologic~/ Col/ections 
in UniM Kingdom Museums: 2001 report will provide another 'snap-shot' of the UK's 
collections and explore how the position of these collections has changed in 20 years. 

"I am beginning my  research; what shall I do with mv aeolceicsl smlmens?"- a 
note of advice: re-assessing and re-emphaslsing the ~unii icl i f f '( i983) paper: 
Owen R. Green, Department of Earth Sciences, University of Oxford, Parks Road, Oxford, 
OX1 3PR, UK oweng@earth.ox.ac.uk 
Over twenty years ago Steve Tunnicliff (then of the Institute of Geological Sciences, later 
8ritlsh Geological Survey) authored a paper for the Natural Environment Research Council 
(NERC) detailina advice and auidance to oraduate studenk embarkina uoon new aeoloaical - .  -~~ -- -- 
researin on h o i  to ensure tniir specimehco~~ection was not misused or lost to science. The 
paper offered practica advice to 'supervisors, students and research workers' on how to 
initiate a oroiect and oraanise their researchcollections 'in such a wav as to make them , ~- ~- .~~ 
useful, ea'sily understooi by others, and acceptable to the museums or institutions where 
they are to be housed: Unfortunately, many graduate students, and post-graduate students 
remain unaware of the importance of generating and donating a well-curated collection upon 
completion of their research. The recognition of well-curated geological collections as 
national assets and an irreplaceable scientific resource necessitates re-emohasisina the 
gudance advocated by ~~nn ic l i f f  to a new generation of students, many of whom r&eive 
funding from research oodles other than NERC. 

In  addition to reinforcing the training of curatorial and specimen conservation techniques to 
new graduate and Masters studenk (MRes, 4'" year undergraduate's and taught MSc course) 



two local youths were identified by the public and questioned by police about the 
thett. The specimens were returned to the museum on Friday 11 March. 

Fossil, mineral and gem shows 2005 
11-12 June Newcastle Racecourse, High Gosforth Park 
18-19 June Kempton Park Racecourse, Staines Road East (A308), Sunbuv 
6-7 August Margam Park, Port Talbot 
3-4 September Newton Abbot Racecourse, Newton Abbot, Devon 

-- -- - -- - - 

10-11 September Newark Showground, Winthorpe, Newark, Notts (off A46) 
17-18 September Bath &West Showground, Shepton Mallet, Somerset 
1-2 October Hattield House, Hatfield, Herts 
29-30 October Kempton Park Racecourse, Staines Road East (A308), Sunbury 
For further information contact HD Fairs Ltd, PO Box 72, Maidenhead SL6 7GB tel 
01628 621697 email info@rockngem.co.uk www.Rockngem.co.uk 

Forthcoming GCG seminars and workshops 
96 June 2005 Natural  History Museum, Cromwell Road, London 
GCG session at the Society for t h e  Presewation of Natural  Hlstory 
Collections Annual Conference: Standards fo r  geological collections 
Chairman: Amanda Edwards 
0900 J. F. DeMouthe, Standards of care for gemstone collections 
0920 H. Fothergill, The state and status of geological collections in UK museums 
0940 0. Green, 'I am beginning my research; what shall I do with my geological 

specimens?" - a note of advice: re-assessing and re-emphasising Tunnicliff 
(1983) 

1000 M. Stanley, Standards in the museum care of geological collections - a new 
web resource 

1020 P. Wyse Jackson, Guidelines for the curation of geological materials: setting 
or simply revisiting the standards? 

1040 L. Welzenbach, Curation of the U.S. Antarctic Meteorite Program Collection: 
20th century standards for the 2 ls t  centufy and beyond 

ll,@@ Coffee 

Abstracts 
Standards of are for aemstone w l l e ~ a m s :  Jean F DeMouttie. California Academv of 
Sciences, 875 Howaro street, San Francisco, CA 94103, USA jdemo~tne@caiacademy.org' 
Different types of museums may hold collect ons hat incl~de gemstones, calvings, spheres, 
beads, and other tmes of worked decorative stone and oraanic material. While these 
materials may not require speclal attention 'n terms of env ;onmental controls, they do 
present some unlqJe challenges for the colections manager. Carvings, beads, ana other 
odd-shaped objects can be sored sinalv in customized containers. or in arouos of similar 
objects. The latter method oRen save; kpace, even though it may'mean that ike materias 
are separated. Detaled informarlon about eacn object is cr~cial m the ident fcation of gems 
and other specimens where it is not oossibie or advisable to mark them with cakloo 
numbers. jhis includes welght, dimensions, snape, colour, type of object (faceted ston; 
bead, etc.), and possibly other data such as refracrive ndex or speciflc gravity. A strong and 
detailed collections policy is an important asset for anyone who &res for and is responsible 
for gemstone coilections. The greatest risks to these collections are then and mishandling 

by exhiblts staff or other people not familiar with the materials Involved. 

The s t ab  and status of geological ~I lect iOnS in UK museums: Helen V Fothergili, 
Plymouth CiQ Museum & Art  Gallery, Drake Circus, Plymouth, Devon, PL4 8AI. UK 
helen.fothergiii@plymouth.gov.uk 
The Geological Curators' Group, established in 1974, undertook a suwey in 1981 
investigating the state and status of geology in Unlted Kingdom museums. This suwey, the 
first of its kind, set out to provide a snap-shot impression of how the nation's aeoloaical 
collections were cared for, regarded, used and hou'sed. It ailowed the ~eologicai~urabrs' 

- G m u ~ ~ ~ ~ m b e r s ~ f l o e n c C ~ e r e p o s s ~ ~  
the future of many 'at risr collections and assisting museums in need to specialist ciatorid 
advice. In  2001 it was felt that more than enough time had elapsed since the original survey, 
and that there was a need to repeat the prccess, explore other areas of museum 
management, care and use of collections and compare, where able, the results from the two 
surveys 20 years apart. 

As the ~oliticai climate has chanaed emohasis in manv museums has been shimna from 
scientific research and curation to'iifelon~ learning', extended lnteliectual and physicaipubiic 
access, digital and computerised documentation an0 virtual contact with collections. With 
access to new funding oppoftunities, museums have expanded and in same cases changed 
beyond all recognition. More funding appears to be available to all, but with 45% of 
respondees listing lack of staff time or expertise as their biggest 'threat', will the 'new' 
curators or collection manaaers be able to dedicate the resources to chasino these elusive - ~ --- .. 
fLnding streams and provlnithat they are meeting targets and performance indicators whilst 
maintaining oRen historically and scientifically important collections? 

The United Kingdom has a unique history in the field of geological curation and collections, 
wlth many museums holding collections and specimens of un-recognised scientific and 
historical value. Should the heritaae and culture communitv feel confidence in their 
continued care? What problems do we, the cdrators, perce;ve'with the current state and 
status of the coilectrons we hold in trust'( The full State and SOIus of Gcologic~/ Col/ections 
in UniM Kingdom Museums: 2001 report will provide another 'snap-shot' of the UK's 
collections and explore how the position of these collections has changed in 20 years. 

"I am beginning my  research; what shall I do with mv aeolceicsl smlmens?"- a 
note of advice: re-assessing and re-emphaslsing the ~unii icl i f f '( i983) paper: 
Owen R. Green, Department of Earth Sciences, University of Oxford, Parks Road, Oxford, 
OX1 3PR, UK oweng@earth.ox.ac.uk 
Over twenty years ago Steve Tunnicliff (then of the Institute of Geological Sciences, later 
8ritlsh Geological Survey) authored a paper for the Natural Environment Research Council 
(NERC) detailina advice and auidance to oraduate studenk embarkina uoon new aeoloaical - .  -~~ -- -- 
researin on h o i  to ensure tniir specimehco~~ection was not misused or lost to science. The 
paper offered practica advice to 'supervisors, students and research workers' on how to 
initiate a oroiect and oraanise their researchcollections 'in such a wav as to make them , ~- ~- .~~ 
useful, ea'sily understooi by others, and acceptable to the museums or institutions where 
they are to be housed: Unfortunately, many graduate students, and post-graduate students 
remain unaware of the importance of generating and donating a well-curated collection upon 
completion of their research. The recognition of well-curated geological collections as 
national assets and an irreplaceable scientific resource necessitates re-emohasisina the 
gudance advocated by ~~nn ic l i f f  to a new generation of students, many of whom r&eive 
funding from research oodles other than NERC. 

In  addition to reinforcing the training of curatorial and specimen conservation techniques to 
new graduate and Masters studenk (MRes, 4'" year undergraduate's and taught MSc course) 





concrete. Even during their construction, the models cause a sensation when a 
dinner was held, in Richard Owen's honour, inside the half completed Iguanodon. 

Owen and Waterhouse Hawkins' models included Iguanodon, a pplnt-eater, which 
was equipped with beak-like jaws and rhinoceros-like nose horn. Dr Gideon 
Mantell, a Sussex country doctor, had concluded in 1822 that giant herbivorous 
reptiles had lived in the remote past, based on huge Iguana-like teeth from the 
Early Cretaceous in Sussex. He finally named Iguanodon in 1825 and went on to 
a & ~ d & n - f t i l ~ e ~ ~ i W 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ P f ~ ~ r k w a s % ~ ~ r ~ e -  
Iguanodon model. However, the nose horn was shown later to be a spiky thumb 
when complete Iguanodon skeletons were discovered in the 1870's. Other models 
include Megaloo~urus, from the Middle Jurassic of Oxfordshire, the first named 
dinosaur. Megalosaurus was described by Dr William Buckland in 1824 on the 
basis of a lower jaw equipped with sharp cutting teeth. It was depicted with a 
crocodile-like head in keeping with its carnivorous diet. 

The Crystal Palace models are of immense historical importance to the beginnings 
of dinosaur science and mark ihe start of the enduring public interest and 
fascination with dinosaurs. After popular demand the Natural History Museum has 
produced cold cast bronze replicas from four of its original prototype scale madels. 
They include Iguanodon, M ~ ~ J / o ~ ~ u N s ,  Labyrinthodon and a grouping of marine 
reptiles. For further information, contact: Lorraine Cornish, The Natural History 
Museum., tel +44 (0) 20 7942 5137, email L.Cornish@nhm.as.uk. 

Sold at auction: letters from the pioneers of  geology 
Knowing OF my keen interest in the history of geology, a good friend of mine and 
fellow-member of the West Sussex Geological Society, John Henley, who is, by 
trade, an antiquarian bookseller specialising in natural history and allied subjects, 
passed on to me the well-produced catalogue of an auction sale, by Bonhams of 
New Bond Street, London, of the Enys Collection of Autograph Manuscript5 on 
Tuesday 28 September 2004. He particularly pointed out the prospective sale of 
letters by William Smith and Gideon Manteil, two giants of the putative 'Heroic Age 
of Geology'. Manuscript letters by these two pioneer geologists are extremely rare, 
and seldom, if ever, come to the marketplace, particularly those of William Smith, 
who was far more the practical surveyor than a frequent or creative 
correspondent. 

To complete the picture, I enquired about two key aspects o f  the sale: what price 
did they sell for, and who bought them? The estimated price and the auction-room 
price are shown in the accompanying Table, from which it can be seen that both 
lots made well over their estimate, because of their rarity value. The Mantell letter 
of November 1824 also included a coloured 'Sketch of the Succession of Strata in 
the neighbourhood of Lewes'; and the two letters by William Smith, of March 1815 
and July 1816, were unique because 'we can find no record of a letter by William 
Smith having been offered for sale'. 

revislon was, needed. For the past three years the Geological Curators' Gmup has been 
worNng towards an expanded revision which will contain updated sections but also new 
sections on divene topics including museum security and media uses for collections. 
Guidelnes, however, was not the first such manual for curatorship. In  1696 John Wwdward 
produced his anonymous Bref InsmoYons for making observations in a/lpa& of the wotid 
andalso for mllecting, preserving and sendhng over natural things, while Am1 Bou6 included 
details of curatorial methods in Guide du ghiogue-voyageur (Paris, 1835-36). The British 
Gwloglcal Survey published their own manual of mlleding/curation in 1914 for the use of 
their field geologists. The GCG project to set standards and produce guidelines is not the 

P e r a b n p k d .  -mis p a p e r v u l l v  . . 
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earlier Schemes and examine the breath and scupe of the new GCG project in the context of 
the pioneering manuals. 

Curatlon of the U.S. Antarctic Memorite Pmgram Collection: 206 ce~tu~y 
standards for the 21* century and beyond Unda C Welzenbach and Timothy I McCoy, 
National Museum of Natural History, Smithsonian Institution, lom Street and Constitution 
Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20560, USA, and Kevin Righter and Cecilia E Satterwhite, 
National Aeronautics and Space Adminimation, Lyndon 8. Johnson Space Center, 2101 NASA 
Parkway, Mail Code ST, Houston, TX 77058, USA w@lzenbl@si.edu 
Meteorit@s from Antarctica represent an inexpensive sample of the Moon, Mars, and 
previously unknown asteroids. These rocks provide essential "ground-truth" for 
understanding solar system history and differ from nonantarctic meteorites in recording a 
much longer period of coileMon (-2 Ma) in the cleanest environment on Earth. In  1977, the 
U.S. National Science Foundation (NSF), NASA and the Smlthsonlan Institution formed a 
partnership for the col ection, short:term curation, and classification and long-term curarion, 
respect~veiy, of these meteorites. This cooperative three-agency agreement forms the U.S. 
Antarctic Meteorite urogram and insures the continued s u ~ w r t  of the best scientific. 
tecnnical, and laborato~resources in the United States. ~urato'rial standards were modified 
from those ~sed  in tho Lunar Proceslng Farility at NASA'sJohnson Space Center in Houston, 
Texas. These have been modified clurino the intervening 28 Years as the collection 
expanded, first at ISC and eventually to a long-term storage facility at the Smithsonian 
modeled aPter the 1SC facility. 

In the last 5 years, non-governmental collecting of meteorites has begun In Antarctica, 
spurring the Antarctic Treaty Organization to require member governments to protect these 
valuable resources. The U.S.. re~resented bv NSF, resuonded bv codifvina the curatorial . . . . 
standards in the Felerally ~eglstewd ~ccument 45 CFP. 674 used by the tnree-agencies and 
expected of any co lecting party. In  this talk, we w~ll outline the major principles of this 
curatorial plan as a guide for others both responsible for curation of such materials and who 
may have Input to their governmental organizations empowered with implementing the 
recommendations of the Antarctic Treaty Organization. 

For further information see www.nhm.ac.uk/spnhc200S/ or contact: SPNHC 
Conference 2005, Natural History Museum, Cromwell Road, London SW7 58D 
emaii spnhc2005@nhm.ac.uk 

14 October 2005 Hancock Museum, Newcastle upon Tyne 
GCG Workshop: Gemstone identification for natural science curators 
A one-day practiwl workshop on the basics of gem identification from the 
perspective of natural science curators. Participants will get the opportunity to use 
most of the simpler and more affordable instruments employed by gemmologists 
and will see close-up some o f  the more commonly encountered gemstones and 



synthetic gemstones. 
Tutor: Dale Johnston. (Fellow of the Gemmological Association) 
10.15 for prompt 10.30 start 

Introduction and overview of gemmology &gem testing. 
Opaque gemstones. 
Getting clues using your hand lens. 
Use of the polariscope. How to  spot glass'gemstones'. 

i Distinguishing amber from copal and plastics 
Using 'heavy liquids' to test specific gravity (relative density) of gemstones 

Lunch : Buffet lunch a t  the museum and an opportuniv to see the museum 
displays 

Gemstone curation 
Use of the hand-held spectroscope . Use of the dichroscope and Chelsea Filter (if time allows) 
Demonstration of using a refractometer to discover the optical nature of a 
stone and measure its Refractive Index. 

Course ends: 16.30 

By the end of the course participants can expect to: 
* Be able to use, at a basic level, the following gem-testing instruments: 

handlens/microscope; polariscope; hand-held Spectroscope and 'heavy 
liquids'. Also dichroscope and Chelsea filter if time allows. 
Have a basic understanding of what can be discovered using a 
refractometer. (Use of the refractometer wiil be demonstrated) 
To know where gem-testinginstruments can also be used to aid in the 
identification of non gem-minerals, especially where the specimen should 
be identified without causing damage. 
Be familiar with some of the features and properties found in a selection of 
the more commonly encountered gemstones. (NB The short nature of the 
course will mean that participants should not expect to be able to identify 
with certainty more than a few specific gem species. Diamond and its 
simulants will also not be covered in this course.) 
Be able to spot some of the most commonly encountered 'fakes', in 
particular glass and garnet-topped doublets. 
Know about good practice in the curation of gemstone collections. 
Know about what literature and courses are available for pursuing an 
interest in gemstones. 

Target Group: The course wiil be geared towards geological / natural science 
curators who encounter gem materials within their collections, or as enquiries. No 
previous experience of gem testing is required. However participants should have 
a science background and be familiar with the main properties of minerals, eg 
lustre, hardness, cleavage and fracture, and the terms used to describe them. 
Awareness of single and double refraction (isotropic / anisotropic minerals) would 
be beneficial but will not be assumed. The course will be very practical with the 
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Volcanoes by Susanna van Rose and Ian Mercer, 1999. 64 pp, ISBN 0 565 09138 7, £7.95 
From the Beginning by Katie Edwards and Brian Rosen, 2000 (reprinted with revisions 2004). 

72 pp, ISBN 0 565 09142 5, £7.95 
Gemstones by Caiiy Oidershaw, Christine Woodward and Roger Harding, 2001. 76pp, ISBN 0 

565 09155 7, £7.95 
Meteorites by Sara Russell and Monica Grady, 2002. Second edition. 72 pp, ISBN 0 565 

09168 9, £7.95 

The Living Past Series provides an authoritative introduction to fossils, written 
by staff in tile NHM's Departmeni of Palaeontology. They are aimed at fossil 
collectors, amateurs and interested professionals. Three 234 x 154 mm paperback 
titles, each containing colour plates and line drawings, have been published in this 
series: 
Ammonites by Neale Monks and Philip Palmer, 2002, 

160pp, ISBN 0 565 09169 7, £15.95 
Fossils: the key to the past by Richard Fortey, 2002. Third edition,, 232 pp, ISBN 0 565 

09163 8, £16.35 
Fosilolantsbv Paul Kenrick and Paul Davis, 2004,192 DD, ISBN 0 565 09176 X, £16.95 
~ h e s e  are books which we should ail have in our museum libraries and in our 
museum shops. Now there's no excuse for not having these on your own 
bookshelves as the NHM is offering a 20% discount plus free postage and 
packing on ALL Natural History Museum publications to 
individual readers of Coprolite. To claim the discount, please order by credit 
card and quote code NHM/Coprolite. Phone number for orders is 01752 202 
301. All books bought on this offer are for personal use only. This offer expires 
at the end of August 2005 and applies to UK orders only. Full details of the 
NHM's publications catalogue are available online at: www.nhm.ac.uk/publishing 

Libraries and shops can order via their regular wholesale suppliers or they can 
order direct from NBN International on 01752 202 301. For more information and 
a free catalogue call the Natural History Museum on 0207 942 5336. 

The Crystal Palace dinosaurs: replica models available 
Dinomania began in Victorian England almost 150 years ago. Just fourteen years 
after Richard Owen invented the word, dinosaurs attracted huge crowds to Crystal 
Palace Park, Sydenham in 1854 to  marvel at the first life-size restorations the 
world had ever seen. Owen had coined the word dinosaur - meaning 'terrible lizard 
' in 1841 for three huge prehistoric reptiles from the Mesozoic Era that had been 
discovered in southern England between 1817 and 1833. Although they were 
known only from fragmentary remains, Owen worked with sculptor Benjamin 
Waterhouse Hawkins to realise his vision of dinosaurs as massive, upright, four- 
legged reptiles with the build of large mammal such as an elephant or rhinoceros. 
As we now know, the models were very inaccurate, yet Owen had correctly 
identified dinosaurs as a unique group of animals and defined some of their key 
characters by which they are recognized to this day. 

Owen's designs were sculpted as 1:20 scale models by Waterhouse Hawkins as 
working prototypes for the full size restorations which were constructed in 



Newish publications 
John Phi/lis and the business of Victorian science by lack Morrell, 2005. 

Aldershot: Ashgate Publishing, xix + 437pp. ISBN 1 84014 239 1 
A geologic time scale 2004 by Felix Gradstein, Jim 0gg and Alan Smith, 2005. 

Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 384pp. ISBN 0 521 78142 6, 
£75.00 (hardback); ISBN 0 521 78673 8, £28.00 (paperback). 

The Old RedSandstone of Great Britain by W. J. Barclay et al, 2005. Geological 
Conservation Review series no 31, Peterborougb:laintNature Conservation 
Committee, 

Histoy ofpalaeobotany edited by A 1 Bowden, C V Burek and R Wilding, 2005. 
Geological Society Special Publication 241, 312pp. ISBN 1 86239 174 2, 
£80.00. 

Vertebrate paleontology techniques: methods of preparlng and obtaining 
information by Patrick Leiggi and Peter May, 2005. Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press. ISBN 0 521 45900 1, £29.00. 

The evolution and extinction of the Dinosaurs by David E Fastovsky and David B 
Weishampel, 2005. Second edition. Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 500pp. ISBN 0 521 81172 4 

Exhibitions 2005 
Dawn of the dinosaurs. Sidmouth 240 million years BC Sidmouth Museum, Hope 

Cottage, Church Street, Sidmouth, Devon until 26 October 2005. 
DiamondsNatural History Museum, Cromwell Road, London 8 luly 2005- 26 

February 2006 

NHM books special offer 
The Natural History Museum's publications are well-known to all geological 
curators in the UK. The three fossil handbooks, British Palaeozoic Fossils, British 
Mesozoic Fossils and Brltish Caenozoic Fossils, are the first port of call when 
answering fossil enquiries, and we have all made use of  the excellent series of 
books on various geological topics which were started by the Geological Museum 
back in 1974 and continue to be produced by the NHM. Like the exhibitions which 
these books accompanied, they set new standards in the presentation of geology 
to a public audience. The NHM publishes two main series of geological 
publications, the Earth Series and the Living Past series. 

The Earth Series currently includes eight titles in the popular format pioneered by 
the Geological Museum with Stoly of the Earth. These 200 x 210 mm paperbacks 
of 60-70 pages are superbly illustrated, well-written, authoritative, and informative 
and are ideal for anyone with an interest in geology. The current titles are: 
Earth's restlesssufiace by Deirdre Janson-Smith with Gordon Cressey, 1996. 60 pp, ISBN 0 

11 310056 6, £6.95 
Amber. The Natural m e  Capsule by Andrew Ross, 1998. 72 pp, ISBN 0 565 09131 X, 67.95 
Goldby Richard Herrington, Chris Stanley and Robert Symes, 1999. 72 pp, ISBN 0565 09141 

7, £7.95 
Crystals by Gordon Cressey and Ian Mercer, 1999. Second edition. 60pp, ISBN 0 565 09145 

X, £7.95 

approach of 'What can the feature I am seeing tell me about the stone's identity?' 
rather than 'How do I explain the cause of the feature I am seeing?' 

N. 6. Places are limited to 10 participants so it  is advisable to book early 

Course fee: £20 (which will include cost of buffet lunch at the museum and a small 
pack of gems to be used in the workshop by each participant). Participants will 
need to bring with them a hand lens (x 10 or similar), a pen torch and if possible a 

p a i r  of tweezers. ppppppp p p ~ -  - ppppp- 

To book a place on this course please contact: Steve McLean, The Hancock 
Museum, Barras Bridge, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE2 4PT, tel 0191 222 6765, email 
s.g.mclean@ncl.ac.uk, by 4 September 2005. 

11-12 November 2005 Natural History Museum of Denmark, 
Copenhagen 
GCG Study Visit 
The Geological Museum is an administrative unit within the new Natural History 
Museum of Denmark (together with the Zoological Museum, Botanical Museum 
and Gardens) but is also a part of Geocenter Copenhagen (together with the 
Geological and Geographical institutions and the Geological Survey of Denmark 
and Greenland). There will be an opportunity to look at collections and displays in 
the Geological Museum (particularly the large type collection of fossil material from 
Denmark and Greenland including the Devonian tetrapods from East Greenland 
and Paleogene birds and insects from Jutland) and relevant collections in the other 
Geocenter institutions. 

A fieldtrip is also planned to visit the classic Cretaceous-Paleogene boundary 
section at Stevns Kllnt and material can be collected from the classic Danian 
sections in Faxe Quarry affetwards. 

The Geological Museum opened in 1772 as the "Universitetets Nye 
Naturaltheater" (The New Natural Theatre of the University) and contains 
specimens which have been in museum collections for more than 300 years. When 
It was first formed it was the only geological institution in Denmark and it has 
been the parent body for the Geological Surveys of Denmark (1888) a and 
Greenland (1946) and the four geological teaching institutes (1967), which were 
later joined to form, the Geological Institute, University of Copenhagen (1991). 
Today the Geological Museum acts as a centre for Danish geology with special 
national responsibilities for keeping public records. The Museum consists of six 
major collections representing the branches of geology, a library (which also 
serves the Geological Institute and the Danish Lithosphere Centre) and an archive. 
The collections contain approximately 8 million specimens, which have been 
accumulated through the years from over 30 large collections, including royal, 
public and private collections together with material collected by the staff or 
obtained by donation, purchase or exchange. To find out more about the Museum 
visit their web site at: http://www.nathimus.ku.dk/geomus/index~eng.htm 



Ros Gourgey will be organising accommodation and coordinating transport 
arrangements, so please contact her to register your interest and to receive 
further details. 
Contact: Ros Gourgey telO1371 810832, emaii ami-air-exel@msn.com 

5-6 December 2005 University College Worcester 
GCG Seminar, Field trip and 32M Annual General Meeting: Geoparks 
Contact: Steve McLean, The Hancock Museum, Barras Bridge, Newcastle upon 
Tyne, NE2 4PT tel 0191 222 6765, fax 0191 222 6753, email: 
s.g.mclean@ncl.ac.uk 

Other nieethgs 
6-10 September 2005 Natural History Museum, Cromwell Road, London 
14* Symposium of Palaeontological Preparation and Conservation and 
53" Symposium of Ve'rdgbrate Palaeontology and Comparative Anatomy. 
Contact: Dr Angela Milner, Department of Palaeontology, The Natural History 
Museum, Cromwell Road, London SW7 5BD emaii london2005@svpca.org 
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chairman: Mandy Edwards, Department of Earth Sciences, University 3 
Manchester Manchester M13 9PL tel 0161 275 3825 fax 0161 275 3947 email 
mandy.edwards@man.ac.uk 

Secretary: Giles Miller, Department of Palaeontology, The Natural History 
Museum, Cromwell Road, London SW7 5BD tel0207 942 5415, fax 0207 942 5546 
email G.MiIIer@nhm.ac.uk 

irecrurer: Sara Chambers, Curator of Natural Sciences, Royal Cornwall Museum, 
River Street, Truro, Cornwail TR1 2SJ tel 01872 272205, fax 018Z2 240514, email 
sara.chambers@royalcornwallmuseum.org.uk 

\ GCG website: http://www.geocurator.org / 
New members 

GCG is pleased to welcome the following new members: Christian Baars, 
National Museum of Wales; Peta Hayes, Natural History Museum. 

Musical curators 
Sara Chambers, Curator of Natural History at the Royal Cornwall Museum in 
Truro, has been appointed Senior Curator at that museum; Mike &nteni 
Professor of Geology at Bristol University, has been awarded the 2005 Lyell Medal 
of the Geological Society; Paul Ensom, Palaeontology Collections Leader at the 
Natural History Museum has left to pursue a career as a book-dealer; Peta 
Hayes, formerly a curator in the Botany Department of the Natural History 
Museum has been appointed Curator of Fossil Plants in the Palaeontology 
Department there; Phil Currie, head of palaeontology at the Royal Tyrrell 
Museum in Drumheller in Alberta, Canada, is leaving the museum to take up a 
pr0feS~rShlp on 1 October in the Biology Department of the University of Alberta 
in Edmonton where he will teach vertebrate palaeontology. 




